
Our hands possess an inherent poetry. They are 
our visual expressers of language; our tools 
of creation; our primary way of interpreting 
the world through touch; and our instrument 
of physically relating to those around us, 
be it intimate or defensive. For many womxn, 
the exploration into beautification rituals 
begins with the hands from an early age–
adorning our fingers with chunky rings from 
grocery store gumball machines and sloppily 
painting each other’s nails with garish hues 
at sleepover parties. 

The ritual of ornamenting one’s hands is 
a practice closely tied to exploration of 
feminine expression and community, and dates 
back as far as 5000 B.C., when Indian women 
dyed their fingers with henna; to 3000 B.C. 
China, when women adorned their fingernails 
with dyes made from gelatin and vegetables; 
to the 1800s, when European women painted 
their nails with a faint red hue as a symbol 
of status, cleanliness and purity. In the 
1900s, the practice of adorning one’s nails 
became progressively more inventive–with 
trends from the classic “moon” manicure of 
the 1920s, to the first application of fake 
nails in the 1930s, to the introduction of a 
plethora of new colors in the 1960s and ‘70s, 
to the garish acrylic nailed ‘80s and the 
chipped black nail polished ‘90s. 

Since the turn of the century, the prevalence 
of nail art has exploded. Nail artists 
across the globe are continually exploring 
new aesthetics and employing a myriad of 
inventive methods to adorn these miniature 
canvases. Some painstakingly detailed, 
some gaudy and grotesque, some youthful and 
bubbly, and some seductive and predatory–it 
seems that the possibilities of this ritual 
beautification practice are endless. Tokyo-
born, Los Angeles-based artist Britney Tokyo 
takes a playful approach to her designs–
incorporating recognizable product logos, 
cartoon characters, and dimensional decals to 
create complex, statement embellishments that 
have garnered the attention of pop culture 
icons such as Ariana Grande and Rita Ora. 

Similarly, London-based artist Kate Cutler 
a.k.a BANG BANG NAILS infuses high fashion 
with an exuberant attitude and bold feminine 
flare, with designs ranging from elegant 
monochromatics to vibrant, detailed patterns. 
For artist and trans activist Charlie Craggs, 
the ritual of nail adornment is a catalyst 
for dialogue and social change. 

We collaborated with these three diverse and 
influential artists to explore the ways that 
the ritual of nail art incites femme community 
and self-expression. 
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PHOTOGRAPHY PAMELA NEAL
NAIL ARTIST BRITNEY TOKYO
MAKEUP HINAKO NISHIGUCHI

HAIR DYLAN CHAVLES 
STYLING ANASTASIA MAGOUTAS

PRODUCTION THE IRIS CIRCLE INC

blouse LEITH
dress MODEL’S OWN

dog collar and earrings PALACE COSTUME

josephine lee
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scarf PALACE COSTUME

dylan chavles
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scarf and turtleneck MODELS OWN
faux flowers PALACE COSTUME

gabriela ruiz
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unitard MORPHSUIT

mouna fadiga
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virginie picot

blouse GIVENCHY
jewelry MODEL’S OWN
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beret ARMY SURPLUS
tulle dress + jewelry MODEL’S OWN

brookelyn styles
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jun jun

 
BRITNEY TOKYO + TOKYO SPICE

YAKUZA GIRL RINCO + KANA WAKABAYASHI
special thanks BENJAMIN SALON

ruff STYLIST ARCHIVE
cage bustle PALACE COSTUME
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PHOTOGRAPHY + WORDS BEX WADE
STYLING SIOBHAN LYONS

NAIL TRANSPHOBIA 
FEATURING CHARLIE CRAGGS

suit CHARLIE’S OWN
t-shirt STYLIST’S ARCHIVE
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Charlie Craggs is blossoming—
mirroring the vibrant roses that 
welcome you at the entrance of her 
north London home. A few months 
after transformational surgery, 
which brought with it confidence 
in body and mind, Charlie has 
received numerous awards, developed 
a strong following and built a 
movement. A brazen force who 
wishes to right the wrongs of the 
transphobia and abuse she suffered 
throughout her formative years, 
she set about creating the project 
Nail Transphobia. Via the simple 
rituals of both nail painting and 
conversation, Charlie is single-
handedly educating, informing, and 
collecting allies along the way.

Nail Transphobia began 5 years 
ago, initially as a final year 
university project as she finished 
her studies at Central St Martins, 
but has since grown into a profound 
force for change. Positioning 
herself in museums and galleries, 
including the likes of Tate Britain 
and the V&A, Charlie invites people 
to sit with her as she paints their 
nails and initiates conversation 
with, as she puts it, “a real life 
trans person.” Charlie’s primary 
hope is to gain an audience with 
people who are cis-gendered (those 
born as the gender they present), 
in order to gain allies for the 
trans community, which continues 
to experience profound violence. 
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Alongside the conversational aspect of the 
project, the element of physical touch 
provides an ability to form intimacy, a 
bond, a tactile dimension, which in itself 
holds a power of understanding. As Charlie 
and I sit in her bedroom, we discuss how 
difficult it is to hate someone or allow 
others to project hate if you’ve been held 
by a potential victim in the palm of their 
hands.

Charlie also explains the importance of 
the nail art itself being a conversation 
starter. She wants people to notice those 
who’ve had their nails painted, to carry 
with them a small part of her activism, and 
for that to engage an ongoing interaction 
about their experience meeting a transgender 
person.

As if this powerful action wasn’t enough, 
Charlie has recently launched her own range 
of nail decals within a campaign to claim 
the lobster emoji as a permanent symbol for 
the trans community. Charlie explains that 
there is currently no trans flag emoji, 
and she seeks to highlight the use and 
recognition of this particular symbol.

Charlie is brave. She’s putting herself on 
the front line. She says her trans friends 
always question why she puts herself in such 
a personal and vulnerable position, but she 
explains that it’s a necessary sacrifice 
to provoke change.  Her deep-rooted fight 
and vision radiate clearly, despite the 
deceptive simplicity of her activism. The 
takeaway from Nail Transphobia is “talk to 
me, see me.” Painted nails are seldom a 
subtle statement—and neither is Charlie, or 
her message.

  THE ELEMENT OF PHYSICAL 
    TOUCH PROVIDES AN ABILITY TO FORM 
      INTIMACY, A BOND, A TACTILE  
  
       DIMENSION,      
        WHICH IN ITSELF HOLDS 
A POWER OF            
UNDERSTANDING.





ORIGINAL SIN

PHOTOGRAPHY FLORA MACLEAN
FASHION DIRECTOR SIOBHAN LYONS

NAILS KATE CUTLER
MAKEUP VICTORIA MARTIN

HAIR WILSON FOK
CASTING BILLIE TURNBULL

MODELS SONNY AT ANTI AGENCY 
ISLANE AT PRM AGENCY
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dress PAULA KNORR

dress PAULA KNORR
trousers PAULA KNORR

bracelets JOELLE KHARRAT + CORNELIA WEBB
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dress I.D. SARRIERI 
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left:
rings LILIAN VON TRAPP

right:
bracelet JOELLE KHARRAT



fashion assistant ANASTASIA XIROUCHAKIS

left:
dress PAULA KNORR

right:
blouse MILO MARIA
panties COSTUME STUDIO
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